Robotics Interview Questions
Chapter 1 : Robotics Interview Questions
New this year major changes to the judge guide: thank you for your willingness to help make the vex robotics
competition a success. this document • ask questions that encourage the students to explain their answers using
a conversation that shows that you are interested in what they have to say. “how” and “why” questions work
Members across the country. vex robotics is a sponsor of the tsa signature event, the tsa vex robotics
championship, at the national tsa conference. the high school and middle school events (vrc and vex iq,
respectively) are available in tsa competitive event format. what is vex? a. vex robotics is a subsidiary of
innovation first international Robotics in the classroom is a multi-year project sponsored by wright patterson
air force base to bring real- students’ questions and generate excitement about the subject they will be studying
for of robotics competitions are available throughout the country. check on-line for localPrepare for the ftc
judge’s interview the judges may start with asking the team questions. with either format, this process will
help the team answer a judge’s interview, presentation for family & friends, meeting with engineers, robot
demo for potential sponsors, or• name one of the fll core values and explain how your team uses it (or could
use it) outside of fll. • is everyone answering questions or just a few? • do they encourage each other to
participate? • does the team look to the coach for direction? ! title:Appendix b – sample judge questions here
are some sample questions to provide your judges: what does it mean to be a gracious professional™? the
additional questions below may help the judges understand the role to the other first teams with which it is
connected.Sss introduction to robotics: answer key for worksheet the goal: you will learn the basics of lego®
mindstorms® and the robolab software. without robolab (or another equivalent control program), the rcx
would be useless. 1. the name of the software used to program the rcx is ___robolab_____. 2.
Hold a post-event team meeting to discuss the judging interview session, using the self-reflection sheet as a
starting place. • collect the team together immediately after the judging interview session to reflect on how it
went. responded to judges questions with thoughtful, thorough responses. what is one thing the team can focus
on 2018-2019 first® tech challenge dean’s list interviewer and reviewer manual
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